COLOR BY NUMBERS
TOOTHLESS

Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = Gray       2 = Green       3 = Black       4 = Red       5 = Blue       6 = Brown
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Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = Gray      2 = Yellow      3 = Black      4 = Red      5 = Teal      6 = Light Blue      7 = Tan      8 = Orange
Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = Gray   2 = Green   3 = Yellow   4 = Brown   5 = Blue   6 = Tan
Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = Yellow   2 = Green   3 = Red   4 = Brown   5 = Light Blue   6 = Orange   7 = Gray
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COLOR BY NUMBERS
HOOKFANG

Use the number guide to color in each shape and discover the picture!

1 = Gray    2 = Green    3 = Light Blue    4 = Red    5 = Tan    6 = Brown    7 = Yellow